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G1000 Course Overview 
 

Garmin Integrated Flight Deck Trainer Version 12.00 

AND 

Updated G1000 aircraft software 

FOR 

G1000 MISSION PILOTS 

MISSION CO-PILOTS 

AND 

MISSION OBSERVERS 

PRIMARILY FOR  

US GRID, CREEPING LINE, SECTOR, 

AND EXPANDING SQUARE SEARCHES 

USING THE 

CROSS TRACK FLIGHT PLAN (XTK-FPL) 

CROSS TRACK SINGLE LEG (XTK-SL) 

G1000 GARMIN SAR 

AND  

OBS METHODS 
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The Cross Track Flight Plan, Cross Track Single Leg, and Garmin SAR methods 

provide efficient methods of performing searches.  They can be used to be used 

for traditional US Grid (7.5 min by 7.5 min), and Creeping Line (Canadian Grid) 

searches.  In addition, the Flight Plan Method can be used for non-traditional 

search perimeters (Parallelograms and Polygons).  The Single Leg Method and 

Garmin SAR are limited to rectangular search areas.  Garmin SAR is available in 

GFC 700 equipped aircraft, and KAP 140 equipped aircraft for units that 

purchased the software from Cessna.  First look at the video “Conceptual XTK FPL 

SAR Video” in the GPS General Directory for the Cross Track Flight Plan concept.   

Then read this file, “G1000-Course Overview”, for the videos and tutorials that 

you need to view.  

The course is divided up into several videos and corresponding tutorials.  Those  

knowing how to set track up, set GPS CDI full scale, turn on latitude/longitude grid 

pattern, set MFD parameters, enter user waypoints, and build flight plans may 

skip direct to the Garmin SAR, the Cross Track (XTK) Flight Plan (FPL) and the XTK 

Single Leg (SL) videos and tutorials.  The Set Up Videos and Tutorials are in 

separate directories under the CROSS TRACK VIDEOS + TUTORIALS drop box.   

Each set up has its own file so those that you can skip the ones you know.  There 

are abbreviated (Abbr) versions of the SAR files for pilots that are very proficient 

with the G1000.  The non-abbreviated files are designed for mission pilots and 

observers that do not have extensive G1000 experience.   Miami Sectional grid 4D 

from Lakeland-Linder Regional Airport, FL (KLAL) is the traditional US Grid 

example for this course.  A creeping line search off the MHT VOR from Concord 

Municipal Airport, NH (KCON) is the creeping line example for this course. 

The Cross Track Flight Plan and Single Leg methods have the advantage of 

allowing the track spacing to be varied dynamically.  The Single Leg method 

requires only entering two user waypoints for US Grids and three for creeping line 

searches.  Garmin SAR requires entering one user waypoint for US Grids and two 

for creeping lines.  Again, the Flight Plan method is not limited to rectangles.  The 

Commence Search Point (CSP, waypoint 1) is the same for Garmin SAR, the Cross 

Track Flight Plan and Single Leg methods.   The method to fly from the airport to 

the CSP is the same for all three methods for the same search area and airport. 
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G1000 SAR DEMO Videos: 

 General-Conceptual XTK FPL                  (view first) 

 G1000-Garmin-SAR US Grid                 (only for aircraft with Garmin SAR) 

 G1000-Garmin-SAR Creeping Line            (only for aircraft with Garmin SAR) 

 G1000-Garmin-SAR Exp Square       (only for aircraft with Garmin SAR) 

 G1000-XTK-FPL US Grid 

 G1000-XTK-FPL Creeping Line 

 G1000-XTK-SL US Grid MFD                (MFD = Multi-Function Display) 

 G1000-XTK-SL US Grid PFD                (for G1000 Mission Pilots) 

 G1000-XTK-SL Creeping Line 

 G1000-OBS Sector Search 

    SAR = Search and Rescue     XTK = Cross Track (Distance) 

     FPL = Flight Plan          SL = Single Leg 

              OBS = Omni Bearing Selector     PFD = Pilot’s Function Display 

G1000 SAR Set Ups Tutorials and Videos: 

 G1000-Build User Waypoints  

 G1000-Build Active Flight Plan 

 G1000-Build FPL in Catalog 

 G1000-Set GPS CDI Full Scale 

 G1000-Set Lat Lon Grid 

 G1000-Set MFD parameters 

 G1000-Set North Up to Track Up 

 G1000-User Waypoints Early Trainers 

NOTE:   

Turn on Lat/Lon grid before building user waypoints; even though, video for 

building waypoints did not.  Set the 30 nm scale to check the waypoints are falling 

on grid corners.  If your G1000 PC Trainer is earlier than 10.01, you will need the 

tutorial “G1000-User Waypoint Early Trainers” to build your user waypoints. 
 

Very early trainers before the introduction of the GFC700 autopilot, have a 

different PFD (Pilot’s Function Display) format, which does not provide a numeric 

XTK when the CDI (Course Deviation Indicator) goes full scale.  This will not make 

those trainers un-useable, because XTK can be displayed on MFD. 
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G1000 SAR DEMO Tutorials: 

            G1000-Course Overview                   (This document - read first)  

 G1000-Garmin SAR Creeping Line 

 G1000-Garmin-SAR US Grid + G1000-Garmin-SAR Lat Grid Chart 

 G1000-Garmin-SAR Exp Square 

 G1000-XTK-FPL Creeping Line 

 G1000-XTK-FPL US Grid 

 G1000-XTK-FPL US Grid Abbrv  (abbreviated version) 

 G1000-XTK-SL Creeping Line 

 G1000-XTK-SL US Grid 

 G1000-XTK-SL US Grid Abbrv  (abbreviated version) 

 G1000-XTK-SL US Grid Overview (for Single Leg method - read first) 

 G1000-OBS Sector Search 

G1000 Mission Pilots need to become proficient with every aspect of performing 

search patterns.  Mission Observers only need to become proficient putting the 

MFD (Multi-Function Display) into Track Up mode, setting the GPS CDI full scale, 

setting up the Lat/Lon grid, setting the MFD parameters, building user waypoints, 

and building flight plans.   Reason, the MFD is more accessible from the right seat.  

Only building a flight plan as an active flight plan can be done from the PFD 

(Pilot’s Function Display).    Non-G1000 Mission Pilots that may be needed to act 

as Mission Co-pilots in G1000 aircraft need to be proficient in G1000 mission 

observer duties. 

Mission Observers and Mission Co-Pilots do not need to become proficient 

performing all the SAR tutorials using the G1000 Trainer.  However, G1000 

Mission Pilots would benefit from becoming proficient performing all the SAR 

tutorials using the G1000 Trainer.  Abbreviated versions are available for G1000 

mission pilots that are very comfortable with both the G1000 trainer and G1000 

aircraft.  

___________________________________________________________________ 

Only Read Tutorials and View Videos, that you are not sure of your capabilities. 

i.e. If you can build G1000 User Waypoints and build G1000 Flight Plans, there is no need to 

read the respective tutorials and view their respective videos.  
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G1000 Mission Pilots: 

1. Make sure you know how to set up the MFD for the Cross Track Methods.  You 

may need to help the mission observer.  They do not get as much G1000 flight 

time as G1000 mission pilots.  In addition, you will have to set up your own 

G1000 Garmin Integrated Flight Deck Trainer: 
 

A. Set MFD data parameters to:  XTK – TRK – DTK – GS.  
 

B. Set the GPS CDI full scale to 1.00nm for the cross track methods. 
 

C. Set MFD map orientation to TRACK UP, if NORTH UP, HDG UP, or DTK UP. 
 

D. For US Grid searches turn on grid the overlay and set to 50nm scale. 
 

E. Build the required waypoints and flight plan. 
 

2. Get comfortable performing the “G1000-XTK-FPL US Grid”, “G1000-XTK-SL US 

Grid”, and/or “G1000-Garmin SAR US Grid” tutorials on your G1000 Trainer. 
 

A. View the “General Conceptual XTK FPL” video for the XTK methods. 
 

B. View the “G1000-XTK-FPL US Grid”, “G1000-XTK-SL US Grid MFD” and 

“G1000-XTK-SL US Grid PFD” or “G1000-Garmin SAR US Grid” video. 
 

C. Perform the chosen tutorials or the abbreviated version on your G1000 

Trainer doing the Miami 4D grid in Florida. 
 

D. Modify the chosen tutorials or the abbreviated version for an appropriate 

grid in your area, and perform it on your trainer before actually flying it. 
 

3. Get comfortable performing the “G1000-XTK-FPL Creeping Line”, the “G1000-

XTK-SL Creeping Line”, and/or the “G1000-Garmin SAR Creeping Line” 

tutorials on your G1000 Trainer. 
 

A. Read “VOR Radials vs Mag Variation” in the GPS General Directory. 
 

B. View the “G1000-XTK-FPL Creeping Line”, the “G1000-XTK-SL Creeping 

Line”, or the “G1000-Garmin SAR Creeping Line” video. 
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C. Perform the chosen tutorials on your G1000 Trainer doing the MHT 315 

radial 18 to 23 nm, 8 nm legs, 0.5 nm spacing, start NE in New Hampshire. 
 

D. Modify the chosen tutorials for an appropriate creeping line search in your 

area, and perform it on your trainer before actually flying it. 
 

4. Get comfortable performing the “G1000-OBS Sector Search” tutorials on your 

G1000 Trainer. 
 

A. View the “G1000-OBS Sector Search” video. 
 

B. Perform the “G1000-OBS Sector Search” tutorial on your G1000 Trainer 

doing a sector search about the Appleton VOR in Ohio. 
 

C. Modify the above tutorial for an appropriate creeping line in your area, and 

perform it on your trainer before actually flying it. 
 

D. Garmin SAR has a sector search; however, it is hard wired to 60 deg sectors. 
 

5. If your G1000 aircraft has Garmin SAR installed, get comfortable performing 

the “G1000-Garmin SAR Expanding Square” tutorial on your G1000 Trainer. 
 

A. View the “G1000-Garmin SAR Expanding Square” video. 
 

B. Perform the “G1000-Garmin SAR Expanding Square” tutorials on your 

G1000 Trainer doing an expanding square about the Orange Airport in MA. 
 

C. Modify the “G1000-Garmin SAR Expanding Square” tutorial for an 

appropriate creeping line in your area, and perform it on your trainer 

before actually flying it. 
 

6. Perform the chosen method or methods on a US Grid in your area on a G1000 

equipped aircraft that you practiced on your G1000 Trainer.  Perform the first 

flights with a safety pilot until you can perform the cross track search patterns 

with minimal eyes in the cockpit.  You need to interpret the MFD parameters 

and the magenta flight plan leg quickly and make the required heading 

correction.  When you are in the search area on a real or training search, you, 

the pilot, is the only one looking for other aircraft and towers. 
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OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE XTK FPL METHOD 

Polygon Application: 

 Flight Plan:  A2 > A3 > A4 > A5 > A1 > A2 

 

Parallelogram Application: 

 Flight Plan:  B2 > B3 > B4 > B1 > B2    
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Video and Tutorial for the Cross Track Single Leg Method: 

The PDF file “G1000-Cross Track Single Leg Overview” can be reviewed to see another cross 

track method that can only be used for rectangular search patterns.  The Cross Track Flight Plan 

method provides a search area perimeter lines to determine when to reverse direction and 

when to terminate the search.  The Cross Track Single Leg method uses a two waypoint flight 

plan that is inverted after every 180 degree reverse turn.  The pilot uses primarily the TO-FROM 

indicator, BRG, and G1000 grid pattern on 5nm or 30nm scales to determine when to reverse 

direction.  The pilot needs to know the last XTK, Cross Track Distance, for the last leg to 

terminate the search.  The video “G1000 XTK SL US Grid MFD” shows aircrews how the XTK SL 

method will look on the MFD.  The video “G1000-XTK SL US Grid PFD” shows G1000 pilots how 

to fly this method using only the PFD for information.  Abbreviated versions are available for 

G1000 mission pilots that are very comfortable with both the G1000 trainer and aircraft.  

___________________________________________________________________ 

Video and Tutorial for Garmin SAR:  
 

For those who have access to a G1000 C-182 with the Garmin SAR software installed, the video 

and tutorial below can be watched and followed.  All the aircraft with GFC700 autopilots should 

have Garmin SAR installed.  Aircraft with KAP140 autopilots may have Garmin SAR if your wing 

or unit paid for its installation.  Garmin SAR was introduced with PC Trainer version 8.20.  If you 

have an earlier version, your PC Trainer will not have Garmin SAR.   
 

The video and tutorial files for searching a US Grid are named “G1000-Garmin-SAR US Grid”.  

Another pdf file, “G1000-Garmin-SAR Lat Grid Chart”, provides a latitude grid chart that lists 

the leg length and number of leg adjustments required according to latitude.   The video and 

tutorial files for a creeping line search are named “G1000-Garmin SAR Creeping Line”.   The 

video and tutorial files for an expanding square search are named “G1000-Garmin SAR Exp 

Square”. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Video and Tutorial for a Sector Search using OBS method: 

Garmin SAR has a Sector Search function that is limited to 60 degree sectors, 

which is not suitable for visual searches with a leg length (radius) exceeding 1.5 

nm.   The OBS (Omni Bearing Selector) method is simple, not limited to 60 degree 

sectors, and can be used on all G1000 equipped aircraft.   The OBS example uses 

30 degree sectors, and a radius of 2 nm.  The video and tutorial files for this 

Sector Search using the OBS method are named “G1000-OBS Sector Search”. 
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AUTOPILOT USAGE 

Use the simulator autopilot when flying the G1000 Trainer.  For very early G1000 trainers 

before the introduction of the Garmin GFC700 autopilot, use DEMO MODE to set TRK MODE = 

MANUAL to simulate HDG mode and TRK MODE = TRK FPL to simulate NAV mode.  In either 

case using the G1000 trainer, all turns have to be standard rate.  0.5 nm track spacing was 

chosen, because it is more difficult to fly.  This means the G1000 Trainer and using the real 

aircraft autopilot only standard rate turns can be made. One exception, the real Garmin GFC700 

autopilot has Control Wheel Steering that permits temporary override of the autopilot to make 

35 deg bank turns.  The KAP140 autopilot would have to be disengaged to make a 35 degree 

bank turn, and after the turn the KAP140 autopilot would have to be reengaged.  The G1000 

tutorials use procedure turns outside the search area to make effective 180 degree turns using 

standard rate turns.  Instrument rated pilots will be familiar with making procedure turns. The 

tutorial procedure turns are the same as used on instrument approaches when a 180 turn is 

required outbound from the Final Approach Fix to fly inbound to the same FAF. 

At 90 knots ground speed, it takes a 30 degree bank to turn 180 degrees without resorting to 

using a procedure turn.  Thirty five degree bank angle is recommended so the bank angle can 

be decreased instead of increased when completing the turn.  At 90 knots ground speed, 

autopilots use an approximate 15 degree bank angle to execute a standard rate turn.  

CAUTION                       CAUTION                           CAUTION                             CAUTION   

When using the autopilot in the real airplane in altitude hold, be ready to add 

power if a severe down draft is encountered.   Do not use the autopilot in altitude 

hold if the vertical currents are so severe that small power adjustments cannot 

maintain the desired search altitude at 90 knots.  If the mission pilot is not on the 

ball with the autopilot in altitude hold in a severe down draft, the aircraft will 

stall.  Even in conditions that permit autopilot usage, hand flying the real aircraft 

is acceptable.  Again, using autopilot procedures is the only way the G1000 trainer 

can make the turns.  
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The G1000 PC Trainer for Cessna NAVIII cannot be downloaded, because it is too 

large.  If you cannot get a copy within your unit or wing, version 12.00 can be 

purchased from Garmin for $24.95.   

https://buy.garmin.com/en-US/US/shop-by-accessories/pc-trainers-

cessna/g1000-pc-trainer-for-cessna-nav-iii-ver-12-00/prod113763_010-10596-

12.html  

 

NOTE:  All earlier versions are useful.  Earlier than 10.01, the user waypoint page 

will be different.  Earlier than 8.20, Garmin SAR is not available; however, the 

Cross Track Flight Plan method is not affected.  Very early versions before the 

GFC700 autopilot, have a different PDF look, and do not show the numeric value 

of XTK when CDI goes full scale. 
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The following single page quick reference files provide high level steps to perform 

the Cross Track Flight Plan method on various Civil Air Patrol GPSs.  

 

All GPSs XTK FPL Method PFD: 
 

 General XTK FPL Method PFD 

 G1000 XTK FPL Method PFD 

 GNS 430 XTK FPL Method PFD 

 GNS 480 XTK FPL Method PFD 

 GPS 400 XTK FPL Method PFD 

 GTN 650-750 XTK FPL Method PFD 

 GX Series GPS XTK FPL Method PFD 

 


